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Paper industry in India Looking forward amidst
the challenges

T

ough times have taught us many lessons, and one of the lessons is about
our strength. A quote saying that “No country is ever successful in the long
term... without a really strong and vibrant manufacturing base”, defines the
importance of the industries in a country’s success. In other words, if the industry
becomes stronger by facing the adversities, the ultimate gain is of the country and the
society at large. Pulp and paper industry is one of the strong, vibrant and sustainable
industry that endures on fundamental principles of survival of life with nature. We are
also going stronger and stronger with time, particularly the tough times.
The potential for growth of the paper industry in India is immense, if we look into
the expected demand growth. Recent Covid-19 and Russia-Ukraine war crisis has
taught us many skills and adaptations for survival and strengthened our sustainability.
Among the major four broad groups of products, viz, writing printing paper, packaging
grades, newsprint and tissue, the writing printing paper and newsprint have been
severely affected. Reason being the closure of schools and colleges, limited tourism,
growth in digital media, e-learning, e-newspapers, e-magazines and e-commerce, etc.
The growth in packaging and tissue segment was phenomenal which kept the wheel
rotating. Industry consolidated on other areas, and diversified its products range to
meet the challenge. Further, the recent ban on single use plastic (SUP) is opening
new avenues in our product mix. Food grade packaging products, paper bags, paper
plates etc., seem to emerge as a new market for paper. The crisis has taught us the
lesson that futuristic innovations are the need for survival of the industry and many
activities are being taken up by organizations like CPPRI, IITs, other academic &
research institutions, corporate houses etc. on innovative approaches and products
diversification. Among the several path breaking initiatives, strong agro and farm
forestry backward linkages have been developed with the farming community, for
sustained wood supply. Efforts are being made to ensure the sustained supply of
wastepaper also. Industry’s efforts are to maximize the procurements from areas
close to the mills to save significantly on supplies costs and time. Better inventory
management and control also has resulted in lowering of costs. Various other measures
like optimization of chemicals, energy and water consumptions has provided excellent
benefits in cost savings and resource conservation. The most remarkable efforts are
development of diversified products by the industry for survival and sustenance in
future. These include development of food grade low GSM oil and grease resistance
papers, medium GSM papers for liquid sip straws for beverages industry, high GSM
high end food grade tea and coffee cups & food serving plates, low and medium GSM
carry bags paper to be used in shops and malls and replacements for various grades of
imported low GSM coated paper etc.
The industry is growing in all aspects, and the next normal is likely to change
the metrics to setup new benchmarks for paper manufacturing in future. We have
witnessed the growth and future prospects of the paper and allied industries during
the Paperex 2022 exhibition and conference held from 10-13 May, 2022 at India
Expo Centre, Greater Noida, Delhi NCR. The South India edition of Paperex is being
organized from 23-25 November, 2022 at Chennai Trade Centre, Nandambakkam,
Chennai to showcase the developments of the paper and allied industries.
We invite all stake holders of the industry to actively participate in the Paperex South
India to understand and learn from the experiences and developments of the industry
in India and Globally.
With best regards.

Dr. B.P. Thapliyal
E-mail:editor@inpaper.com

Printed & Published by Dr. B.P. Thapliyal, on behalf of Indian
Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA).
Processed & Printed at Polykam Offset, C-138, Naraina
Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110 028, India.
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Paperex’2022 scripted another success story
by showcasing innovative technologies
for Paper Industry

Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, Hon’ble Union Minister of State for Finance, Government of India lighting the lamp during the inaugural function
of Paperex 2022. Seen in the Picture from L to R: Mr. R Krishnaswamy, Vice President, IARPMA and CMD, Sripathi Paper and Boards Ltd.,
Mr. Abhik Tandon, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company, Inc., Mr. K.S. Kasi Viswanathan, Chairman, Paperex’2022 Technical Committee &
MD, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd., Mr. S. Krishnan, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary to Government, Industries Department, Government
of Tamil Nadu, and CMD (FAC), Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd., Mr. Pramod Agarwal, President, Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills
Association (IARPMA) & CMD, Raama Paper Mills Ltd., Mr. Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve India Pvt. Ltd. and Mr. A.S. Mehta, President, Indian
Paper Manufacturers Association (IPMA) & President and CEO, J.K. Paper Ltd.

T

he 15th Edition of Paperex – the largest International
Exhibition and Conference on Pulp, Paper and Allied
Industry concluded as a successful event highlighting the
transition towards innovative, sustainable and environmental
friendly paper making solutions. Paperex, once again proved
as the only comprehensive business platform serving the paper
industry and perfect platform for showcasing the entire spectrum
of products and services related to the Paper and Allied Industries
worldwide. The event has been organized by Hyve, a reputed
exhibition company in association with INPAPER International –
A journal on world Pulp and Paper Industry brought out by Indian
Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA), at New
Delhi, India from May 10 – 13, 2022 at India Expo Centre, Greater
Noida, Delhi - NCR.
Today Indian Paper Industry is one of the fastest growing
paper markets in the world and the sector is attracting large scale
investments and technology transfers for building up the industry to
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

meet the projected demand of 35 Million Tons of paper and board
by the year 2030 from the present 24 million tonnes in the country.
The 15th edition of Paperex Exhibition and Conference unfolded
yet another opportunity to the industry to meet all the requirements
to ensure its sustained growth, particularly at the time, the industry
is passing through a critical phase due to the impact of Covid-19
Pandemic. Even-though the paper industry is going through one of
its toughest phases in history with the Covid-19 pandemic affecting
its supply chain, compounded by non-availability of raw materials
and increasing input costs, the stakeholders of the industry from
around the globe from paper mill owners to distributors and end
users, participated in the Paperex’2022. The event was organized
with the support and cooperation of Indian Paper Industry, research
bodies, various government organisations along with overseas
industry Associations, etc.
The Exhibition of Paperex’2022 show-cased an array of world
class technologies with the co-located events viz.,CORRUGEX
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For more information, visit valmet.com
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2022 - International Exhibition on Corrugated Box, Machinery,
Technology & Allied Industries & TISSUEEX 2022 - International
Exhibition on Tissue Products, Machinery & Technologies. The
Paperex event was huge success with the participation of around
450 leading exhibitors from more than 18 countries in the fourdays of exhibition spread more than 40,000 sqm gross exhibition
area covering all facilities and programs

Mills Association (IARPMA) & Chairman and Managing Director,
Raama Paper Mills Ltd., Mr. A.S. Mehta, President, Indian Paper
Manufacturers Association (IPMA) & President and CEO, JK
Paper Ltd., Mr. R. Krishnaswamy, Vice President, IARPMA and
Chairman & Managing Director, Sripathi Paper and Boards Ltd.,
Mr. Abhik Tandon, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company, Inc.,
Mr. Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve India Pvt. Ltd.
Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, in his inaugural address,
shared his views on various aspects of Indian Paper Industry
and said, paper is a very important industry and the Government
attaches great emphasis on growth and development of this sector.
“Paper as you know is a vehicle for spreading of Education and
Knowledge and therefore I compliment the Captains of the
Industry assembled here for venturing into an Industry which is
involved in a noble cause of eradicating illiteracy and spreading
knowledge and information far and wide. It is a unique Industry

Ceremonial oppening of Paperex 2022. Hon’ble Dr. Bhagwat
Kishanrao Karad, Union Minister of State for Finance, Government
of India cutting the ribbon.

The event received overwhelming response and attracted
around 26128 focused Business Visitors from pan by India
and various overseas countries. Paperex has set yet another
benchmark in terms of business generation and business visitors
enabling continuity in business generation with positive growth
in all segments of pulp, paper and allied industry. All the major
brands in paper and allied industry displayed their innovations and
products. This includes, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd., Tamil
Nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd., Quantum Papers Ltd., Adler
Paper; Ajit Industries; Ambani Paper; Bahl Paper Mills; Bindals
Papers Mills; Coromandel Paper Products; ITC-PSPD; JK Paper;
Kalpataru Papers; Michelman; Vishal Paper Group of Companies;
Valmet, Andritz, JMC Paper Tech, Haber, Voith Paper Technology;
Yash Pakka; Imerys, Heber, Parason Machinery, BTG, MLM
India, among others.

Hon’ble Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, Union Minister of State for
Finance, Government of India , addressing the august gathering of
Paperex 2022.

International Technical Conference of Paperex’2022 was
held from May 10 – 12, 2022, organized exclusively by Indian
Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA) and Inpaper
International – A journal on world pulp and paper industry, with the
theme “Paper Industry: Post Pandemic Growth and Restructuring”
where more than 27 technical papers were presented on various
technologies, research findings and new innovations in paper
making.

which has a greater role in shaping up of the society”. Further he
said that India is fibre deficient with inadequate raw material and
this has been a major constraint for the paper industry. There is
immense potential for increasing paper production in India as per
capita consumption of paper is very low and is bound to go up
with the growth in the economy, said Dr. Bhagawat Karad. “Paper
Production in the country needs to be augmented by seven to eight
times for the domestic industry to meet the surging demand and to
make India Atmanirbhar Bharat. Currently, India accounts for only
4-5 per cent of the global production of paper. Paper consumption
in India need to be promoted in view of the employment it
generates,’’ added Dr. Karad. He also emphasized the innovation
of farm residues as raw material for the paper industry and the use
of renewable energy to meet the power requirements.

The inaugural function of Paperex’2022 was glittering with
the presence of a galaxy of stalwarts in Indian Paper Industry.
The Chief Guest of the event Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad,
Hon’ble Union Minister of State for Finance, Government of
India, inaugurated Paperex’2022 Exhibition & Conference, in the
presence of the galaxy of Paper Industry Stalwarts from India
and around the world. The Guest of Honour of the event was
Mr. S.Krishnan, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary to Government,
Industries Department, Government of Tamil Nadu, and Chairman
and Managing Director (FAC), Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers
Limited. The dignitaries included among others Mr. K.S. Kasi
Viswanathan, Chairman, Paperex’2022 Technical Committee
& Managing Director, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd.,
Mr.Pramod Agarwal, President, Indian Agro & Recycled Paper

Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad also presented various awards
constituted by IARPMA to honour and recognize the contributions
of veterans and captains of the Indian Pulp, Paper and Allied
Industries. He conferred IARPMA Award of Excellence to
Dr.Shekhar Desarda, Chairman cum Managing Director of Parason
Machinery India Pvt Ltd., for his contribution for the development
of Paper Machinery technology in India and also transforming a
moderately performing company in to a world class technology
company.

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

Dr. Karad, assured full support to the paper industry to
upgrade its procurement, production and supply chains and he
urged the Industry to submit concrete suggestions and proposals
to make Indian paper industry more vibrant and make it globally
competitive.
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Dr. Shekhar Desarda receiving “Award of Excellence” from Dr.
Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, Union Minister of State for Finance.

He also presented IARPMA Award of Achievement to Dr.Ajay
Satia, Chairman and Managing Director, Satia Industries Ltd for
his pioneering efforts to establish an agro based paper mill based
on wheat straw and ensuring sustained growth of the industry by
increasing capacity gradually and also taking his industry to new
heights by introducing innovative product quality. On behalf of
Dr. Ajay Satia, the recognition of the industry has been received
from the Hon’ble Minister Jointly by Mr. R.K. Bhandari, Joint
Managing Director and Mr. Chirag Satia, Executive Director, Satia
Industries Ltd.

On behalf of Dr. Ajay Satia, Mr. R.K. Bhandari, Joint Managing
Director and Mr. Chirag Satia, Executive Director, Satia Industries
Ltd. receiving “Award of Achievement” from Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao
Karad, Union Minister of State for Finance.

Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad presented the “Lifetime
Achievement Award” to Mr. R.C. Mall, and Dr. A.R.K. Rao, both
are the veterans of Indian Paper Industry, for their outstanding
contributions for the development of Paper Industry in India.
On behalf of Dr. A R K Rao, Mr. N Gopalaratnam, Chairman,

Mr. R.C. Mall receiving “Life Time Achievement Award” from
Dr.Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, Union Minister of State for Finance.

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

On behalf of Dr. A.R.K. Rao, Mr. N Gopalaratnam receiving “Life
Time Achievement Award” from Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad,
Union Minister of State for Finance.

Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd, received the recognition of the
Industry from the Chief Guest.
These prestigious awards were constituted by Indian Agro &
Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA) - the national apex
body of Indian Paper Industry based on NCRM to recognize the
contributions made by the entrepreneurs and veterans of Indian
Paper and allied Industries.

Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad, Hon’ble Union Minister of State
for Finance, Government of India released the INPAPER Directory
of Indian Paper Manufacturers and Allied Industry (14th Edition)
during the inaugural function of Paperex 2022.

In his address Mr. S. Krishnan, IAS, Additional Chief
Secretary to Government, Industries Department, Government of
Tamil Nadu, and Chairman & Managing Director (FAC), Tamil
Nadu Newsprint and Papers Limited, said that demand for paper

Mr. S. Krishnan, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary to Government,
Industries Department, Government of Tamil Nadu and CMD (FAC),
Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd., addressing the august
gathering of Paperex.
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and pulp products across the globe has experienced a surge, with
steadily increasing domestic demand. Many paper mills within
the Indian market are putting a focus on increasing their pulping
capacity, with plans to implement new innovative and sustainable
technology into their paper-making machines.
In his welcome address, Mr. Pramod Agarwal, President,
Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA) said
that during Covid-19, while the demand for writing and printing
paper went down, the paper packaging industry fared well, as the

Mr. A.S. Mehta, President, Indian Paper Manufacturers Association
(IPMA) addressing the gathering of Paperex.

Mr. Pramod Agarwal, President, Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills
Association (IARPMA) delivering his welcome address.

pharma sector, FMCG and the growth in e-Commerce played a
major role in driving growth in the paper sector. “As the economic
activity opens up in the post-pandemic era, the growth momentum
is likely to get further acceleration,” he said.
Mr. K.S. Kasi Viswanathan, Chairman, Paperex’2022
Technical Committee and Managing Director, Seshasayee Paper
and Boards Ltd., in his address said that Paper manufacturers,
paper machinery manufacturers, Research Scholars, etc., have all
joined together in this celebrated paper conference and exhibition.

Mr. A.S. Mehta, President, Indian Paper Manufacturers
Association and CEO & President, J.K. Paper Ltd., in his address
said that paper consumption in India is projected to grow by
6-7% per annum in the next five years, so as to reach 30 million
tonnes by the financial year 2030, making it the fastest growing
paper market in the world. “The paper Industry in the country
has undergone a transformation of sorts in the last few years. The
industry has gone up the sustainability curve and has become far
more technologically advanced. In the last five to seven years, an
amount of over Rs 25,000-crore has been invested in new efficient
capacities and induction of clean and green technologies,” Mehta
said.
Mr. Abhik Tandon, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company,
delivered the keynote address cum SV Memorial lecture. In his
address, he highlighted the sustainability goals with focus on
efficiency, productivity and circularity. Looking into the Global
perspective of the industry, he said that there is decline in graphic
paper segment, however, Packaging and tissue segment continue
to be key growth vectors for the industry. After a comprehensive
review of post-pandemic demand forecasts and capacity, many
operators globally have reduced their production or idled their
facilities with an aim to improve free cash flow. However, he
cautioned the industry that net capacity closures and shift to
other segments could have far reaching consequences, therefore,
the industry should be more cautious in such decisions. While
focusing future growth prospects of the Industry, he suggested that
the industry has to consider product demand evolution fuelled by
consumption pattern changes and also increasing trade barriers
and self-sufficiency in China impact on fiber supply. His keynote
address was a torch bearer to the Global Trends in The Pulp &
Paper Industry.

Mr. K.S. Kasi Viswanathan, Chairman, Technical Committee of
Paperex 2022 addressing during the inaugural function.

The topic for the conference “Paper Industry: Post Pandemic
Growth and Re-structuring” is very apt under the present situation.
Covid-19 has really put us off and every aspect of paper business
has been impacted in one way or the other, he said.
Further he said that there are more than 25 papers to be presented
in this conference covering wide range of subjects. Due to travel
restrictions, overseas authors are likely to make the presentations
online. Technical conference will help us to deliberate on the above
issues confronting the industry and possibly, we will be wiser after
this three days programme. He also extended his thanks to all the
technical committee members who put whole hearted efforts in the
selection of papers and organizing the entire technical conference.
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

Mr. Abhik Tandon, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company
delivering his Keynote address.
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While remembering Late Mr. S. Viswanathan, a pioneer in the
creation of the paper mills based on bagasse in India, he praised
his great contribution for developing Bagasse and Agro Residues
based Paper Making in India which paved the way for creation of a
huge base of Paper Production from unconventional agro residues
and recovered fibre in India. His visionary approach led India in
achieving self-sufficiency in almost all grades of paper and boards
In his address on Exhibition overview of Paperex’2022,
Mr.Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve India Pvt. Ltd., said that Paperex
event has become trusted platform for business transactions.

Mr. R. Krishnaswamy, Vice President, IARPMA and CMD, Sripathi
Paper and Boards Ltd. proposing the vote of thanks.

Mr. Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve India Pvt. Ltd., addressing the
participants.

Further he added that Hyve with the support of the Industry,
has converted the Paperex into most accepted business platform
providing maximum business generation for the participants.
In his vote of thanks, Mr. R. Krishnaswamy, Vice President,
IARPMA and Chairman and Managing Director, Sripathi Paper
and Boards Ltd., extended thanks and gratitude to all the dignitaries
for their advice and guidance for making Indian Paper Industry
more vibrant and competitive globally. He particularly referred
to the suggestions made by the Chief Guest in his addresses and
hoped the Indian paper industry would follow the advice to ensure

sustained growth of the Industry. While delivering his vote of
thanks, he highlighted various issues confronted by the industry,
particularly rising cost of various inputs, pulp, and non-availability
of waste paper (recycled fibre). Paper Industry has borne the brunt
of demand contraction for two years since educational institutions
and offices were closed for a considerable period of time. Now
demand is picking up fast. However, raw material availability
and its pricing have emerged as a concern. Waste paper based
industries require over 20 million tonnes of waste paper but
domestically only about 12 million tonnes are available. The rest
needs to be imported. Unfortunately, availability is shriking and
the cost is going up. Recovery of waste paper needs to be enhanced
in the country, said Mr. Krishnaswamy. He thanked the industry
for spontaneous and over whelming support for making the event
bigger and bigger year after year. He also congratulated Mr.
Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve for putting up a wonderful paperex
exhibition in association with Inpaper International, a publication
brought out by Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association
(IARPMA). INPAPER International has done a large number of
road shows and meetings in India and abroad for the grand success
of the event Paperex’2022, he added.

Glimpses of Paperex’2022 Exhibition

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL
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Paperex’2022 Conference Highlighted Technological Innovations in Pulp & Paper Industry
The 15thPaperex 2022 International Technical Conference
was held from 10-12 May, 2022 in parallel with Paperex Exhibition
at India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, NCR Delhi, India. The theme
of the conference was “Paper Industry: Post Pandemic Growth
and Restructuring”.
After the grand opening of the Paperex’2022, the Technical
Conference was started with panel discussion by the industry
leaders and 24 presentations, including one special marketing
session and six technical sessions covering most appropriate
technologies and development aspects of the paper industry
by industry professionals, experts, scientists, technocrats and
consultants from India and many overseas countries.
A view of general session on “Paper Industry: Post Pandemic
Market Scenario”. Seen in the picture from (L to R): Mr. Anup
Kansal, Principal Consultant, Business Transformation and Strategy
Kansulting, Mr.Santosh Wakhloo, Executive Director (Marketing),
Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd., Mr. Saikat Basu, Chief
General Manager, Sales (Packaging Board and Coated Paper), J.K.
Papers Ltd. and Mr. Suryanarayana Palaparthi, Chief ManagerTechnology Development, J.K. Papers Ltd.

Ltd., and Mr. Harpreet Singh Bagga, Director – Operations – India,
Asia, MENA & Australia, MacMillan Education.

A view of Panel Discussion on “Paper Industry – Post Pandemic
Segmentation and Forecasts”. Seen in the picture from (L to R):
Mr.Pawan Agrawal, MD, Naini Papers Ltd., Mr. Suneel Kulkarni,
Country Head, Pulp & Paper, APRIL, Mr. Anil Kumar, Vice
Chairman, Paperex Technical Committee, Mr. N. Gopalaratnam,
Chairman, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd. and Harpreet Singh
Bagga, Director – Operations – India, Asia, MENA & Australia,
MacMillan Education.

Panel Discussion was organized on the theme “Paper Industry
– Post Pandemic Segmentation and Forecasts”. The session was
moderated by Mr. Anil Kumar, Vice Chairman, Paperex Technical
Committee, Sr. Vice President, IARPMA and Former Executive
Director & CEO, Shreyans Industries Ltd. The panelists included
following senior industry leaders and representative from paper
users, Mr. N. Gopalaratnam, Chairman, Seshasayee Paper and
Boards Ltd., Mr. Suneel Kulkarni, Country Head, Pulp & Paper,
APRIL, Mr. Pawan Agrawal, Managing Director, Naini Papers

A special session on “Paper Industry- Post Pandemic Market
Scenario”, chaired by Mr. Santosh Wakhloo, Executive Director
(Marketing), TNPL, was also organized. During this session
three eminent speakers made their presentations, starting with the
presentation by Mr. Anup Kansal, Principal Consultant, Business
Transformation and Strategy Kansulting, Gurgaon, followed by
the presentation by Mr. Saikat Basu, Chief General Manager,
Sales (Packaging Board and Coated Paper), J.K. Papers Ltd.
and Mr. Suryanarayana Palaparthi, Chief Manager - Technology
Development, J.K. Papers Ltd.
The second and third days of the conference were planned
to cover almost all technical aspects of the paper, paperboard and
speciality grade industries in various technical sessions. There were
overall seven technical sessions which focussed on technological
aspects of the industry in two days.
Technical Session-I on “Raw Material Management, Pulping
and Bleaching” was chaired by Mr. Anil Kumar, Vice Chairman,
Paperex Technical Committee, Sr. Vice President, IARPMA and
Ex, Executive Director & CEO, Shreyans Industries Ltd. In this

A view of conference participants.

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL
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Proklean Technologies Pvt. Ltd. In the fourth presentation of the
session, Dr. Priyank Arya, Environmental Consultant and Founder
Director, Environment Health & Safety Services, talked on “Plastic
Waste Management & Extended Producer Responsibility”. The
presentation highlighted the role of pulp & paper Industry in
Plastic Waste Management & its compliances.

A view of technical session.

technical session, two lectures discussed the latest trend in clonal
forestry and bleaching processes. First lecture by Mr. O.P.Shukla,
Chief General Manager (RM), JK Paper Ltd, Unit-CPM Fort
Songadh, discussed about “Subabul (Leucaenaleucocephala)
clonal forestry-A path forward for solution of fibre resource
development to paper industries in India”. The second presentation
by Alexis Métais, Global Pulp and Paper Key Account Manager,
Xylem presented details of “Ozone Bleaching Economics”.
Technical Session-II on “Papermaking - Innovations in
Papermaking, Fillers and Coating” was chaired by Mr. Kasi
Vishwanathan, Chairman, Technical Committee Papere’2022
and Managing Director, Seshasayee Paper & Boards Ltd. First
presentation titled “Providing Quality Improvement at Lower Cost
- Transitioning Paper Mills to Precipitated Calcium Carbonate
(PCC) Using Operational Excellence Philosophy” was presented
by Mr. Amit Dholakiya, Global Manager- technical Services
& Business Development, Specialty Minerals Inc.The second
presentation in this session was made by Mr. Madhure Desarda,
Director, Parason Machinery (I) Pvt. Ltd, on “Molded Fiber
Technology”. Third presentation was made by Ms. Tejaswani from
Haber (eLIXA Technologies Pvt. Ltd). The fourth presentation was
from Valmet and Mr. Tatu Pitkänen, Global Technology Manager,
Roll Covers and Maintenance, Valmet talked about “Intelligent roll
remote support service from Valmet”. The fifth presentation was by
Mr. Ashok Kumar Lal Das, Technical Services Manager, Imerys.
Mr. Das presented the technology for addressing the “Precoating:
Coating Structure Effects on Topcoat Performance & Barrier
Functionality”.
Technical Session-III on “ Water Conservation and Waste
Management” was chaired by Mr. Anil Naithani, Advisor, Shreyans
Industries Ltd. In this technical session, four presentations were
made by eminent speakers from the industry, technology suppliers
and Research Institution. The first presentation on “Mill experience
of an Eco-cycle Quality Paper Making” by Dr.Chinnaraj from
TNPL, highlighted the continuous improvements made at TNPL
for eco-cycle quality paper production focusing on optimal
utilization of the resources and improvised process controls by the
industry. The second presentation on“Achieving of Zero Liquid
Discharge through Biomethantion in a RCF based Kraft Paper
Mill” focused on case study of Paques India’s BIOPAQ® ICX
technology commissioned at a RCF based kraft paper mill to
address bottlenecks in ZLD operation. This presentation was made
by Dr.NitinEndlay, Scientist, CPPRI and Mr. Mani Elanchezhiyan,
National Product Manager-Pulp and Paper, Paques India supported
him during the presentation. The third presentation was an
interesting presentation on “Green bio-based solutions for Paper
Industry” by Dr. Manish Vardharaj Petkar, Head R&D/QC/NPD,
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

The Technical Session IV on “ Environmental Sustainability
and Related Issues” was Chaired by Mr. C Kashikar, COO, Orient
Paper Mills Ltd. There were two presentations in this session and
Dr. R.K. Jain, Expert (Paper), UNIDO pesented“ A novel approach
for odour control in paper mills in India : Unido’s intervention for
increased productivity and sustainability”. The other presentation by
Dr.NitinEndlay, Scientist, CPPRIfocussed on “Water Conservation
through In-house strategies in an Agro Based Pulp & Paper
mill”. The Technical Session-V on “Recycled Fiber Collection
& Disrtibution, Sustainable Packaging and Related Issues” was
chaired by Dr.B.P. Thapliyal, Secretary General, IARPMA.There
were only two presentations in this session covering waste paper
collection issue in India and the sustainable packaging. The first
presentation on “A study on waste paper segment of India- Present
Status and Prospects” was presented by Mr. Arun Kumar, Research
Associate, Central Pulp and Paper Research Institute. The other
presentation was made by Mr. K.S.Rajesh, DGM R&D QC, Tamil
nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd, Unit2, Trichy, on “Opportunities
for Sustainable Packaging”.
Technical Session-VI on “GHG and Stack Emission –
Issues and Solutions” was chaired by Dr. J.P. Semwal, Technical
Expert, Pulp and Paper Industry. In this session, there were six
presentations, however five presentations were made. Mr.Rajesh
Verma, Managing Director, Enviropol Engineers Pvt Ltd presented
“An Integrated APC solution for cleaner stack related to Chemical
Recovery Boilers”. In the next presentation Dr. T.G. Sundera
Raman, Advisor and Mr. Prakhar Verma, Sr. Engineer-Marketing,
Enviropol Engineers Pvt. Ltd presented the technology on “Hybrid
Biomass Dryer with WESP– Enviro-Friendly Energy Solution for
Captive Power Plants”. In the third presentation of this session,
Mr. T Ramanathan, Head- Chemical division, Elof Hansson
(India) Pvt. Ltd., Chennai talked about “Save Energy and Water
using Polyamine based boiler feed water treatment program:
Experiences in high pressure boilers”. The fourth presentation
from BTG was presented by Mr. Akhlesh Mathur. He talked
about energy optimization technologies across a kraft cycle.
The last presentation in this session was made by Mr. S. Ram,
Director-Engineering, Haber (eLIXA Technologies Pvt. Ltd.). The
presentation focused on “Quality and Cost Optimization with AIenabled refiner operations” by using AI-enabled algorithms, to
ensure optimum operation and optimum energy consumption.
The last Technical Session-VII on “R&D and Innovations”
was chaired by Dr. Y.S. Negi, Professor and Dean, Saharanpur
Campus, IIT Roorkee. There were three presentations in this
session. The first presentation was by Dr. Puneet Pathak, Research
Scientist, Nanotechnology and Advanced Biomaterials Group,
Avantha Centre for Industrial Research & Development (ACIRD),
Patiala. Dr Pathak talked about “Evaluation of indigenously
prepared micro/ nano fibrillated cellulose from bleached hardwood
pulp using microfluidizer for the reduction in refining energy and
quality improvement”. The second presentation in this session was
by Dr. Sanjay Tyagi, Scientist, Central Pulp and Paper Research
Institute,on “A Statistical Approach for the Prediction and
Optimization of Coating Colour variables”. The last presentation
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Views of various technical sessions of Paperex Conference

of the conference was made jointly by Dr. Abhishek Sharma,
Professor, Manipal University, Jaipur and Dr. R.K. Jain, Technical
Expert, United Nations Industrial Development Organisation
(UNIDO). They discussed about “Circular and Sustainable
Approach for disposal of plastic waste in Indian Paper Industry”.

The Valedictory Session of the Paperex’2022 was organised
on 12th May 2022 at 5.00 PM. This session was to be chaired by
Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs & Culture,
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal. However due to some urgent meeting,
Hon’ble Minister could not be present physically, however, he was

A view of Valedictory Function of Paperex’2022. Seen in the picture from L to R: Mr. Pankaj Agarwal, Vice President, IARPMA and Managing
Director, Bindlas Duplex Ltd., Mr. Gagan Sahni, Portfolio Director, Hyve, Mr. Anil Kumar, Sr. Vice President, IARPMA & Former Executive
Director and CEO, Shreyans Industries Ltd., Mr. Pramod Agarwal, President, Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills Association (IARPMA) &
Chairman and Managing Director, Raama Paper Mills Ltd., Mr. Gopalaratnam, Chairman, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd., Mr. Gaurav Sood,
Director, Hyve India Pvt. Ltd. and Mr. K.S. Kasi Viswanathan, Chairman, Paperex’2022 Technical Committee & Managing Director, Seshasayee
Paper and Boards Ltd.
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kind enough to spare his time and address the audiences virtually.
The Guest of Honour of the Valedictory function of
Paperex’2022 was Mr. Gopalaratnam, Chairman, Seshasayee
Paper and Boards Ltd. In his address, Mr. Gopalaratnam
highlighted various changes taking place in pulp and paper
industry worldwide. He also pointed out the worries of the
industry such as the high rocketing cost increases in lot of import
materials, like coal, imported pulp & wastepaper, chemicals and

Mr. Gopalaratnam, Chairman, Seshasayee Paper and Boards Ltd.
delivering his valedictory address.

shipping freight rates, etc., Followed by his address, he presented
the Dr.B.L. Bihani Memorial Award for the Best Paper presented
in the Technical Conference of Paperex’2022 and this award
has instituted by the family of late Dr. B.L. Bihani, one of the
well-known technocrats of Indian Paper Industry, to honour the
scientists / technocrats for their scientific innovations in pulp and
paper industry. Mr. Gopalaratnam conferred this prestigious best
paper award in the Indian category to Mr. Rajesh Kumar Verma,
Managing Director, Enviropol Engineers Pvt. Ltd., India on his
technical presentation titled “An integrated APC Solution for
Cleaner Stack Related to Chemical Recovery Boilers”. The award
consists a Medal, Certificate and a cash prize of INR 50,000. In

Mr. Rajesh Kumar Verma, MD, Enviropol Engineers Pvt. Ltd. receiving
“Dr.B.L. Bihani Memorial Award for the Best Paper” in the Indian Category.

the international category, the award was conferred to Mr. Alexis
Metais, Xylem, France on his presentation titled “Ozone Bleaching
Economics”. The award consists a Medal and Certificate.
Mr. K.S. Kasi Viswanathan Chairman, Technical Committee,
PAPEREX 2022 & Managing Director, Seshasayee Paper &
Boards Ltd., summarized the technical papers presented in the
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL
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Paperex’2022 - Category of Awards
Paperex has a tradition of recognizing the efforts of exhibitors with
awards in different categories. Some of them are undoubtedly on
basis of facts and figures but all in all it was a very difficult task for
the eminent jury members to select the final awardees.
Design & Concept- International Sector
First
Synergy Tradeco NV
Second
Kadant
Commendation
VOITH
Design & Concept- National Sector
First
JK Paper Ltd
Second
Ruchira Papers Ltd.
Commendation
Bindals Papers Mills Limited
		
Archroma India Pvt Ltd
Innovative Display
First
Bluecraft Agro Private Limited
Second
Trident Ltd
Commendation
Spento Papers India LLP
		
Sunrise International
Green Concept Display
First
Edicon Paper
Second
Orient Paper & Industries Ltd.
Commendation
Paques Environmental Technology India Pvt Ltd
		
Knam Marketing Pvt Ltd
Equipment Display
First
Parason Machinery (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Second
Garuda Vacuum & Refining Technologies Pvt Ltd
		
KKT Shakti Hitech Pvt Ltd
Commendation
SU-Tantra Equipments Pvt. Ltd.
Live Machinery Demonstration
First
NBG Printographic Machinery Co Pvt Ltd
Second
Sahil Graphics
Commendation
Minipack
Largest Exhibitor International Sector
First
Heinzel
Second
Canusa Hershman Recycling Company
Commendation
Pinnacle Fibres Inc		
Ekman Recycling / K-C International
Largest Exhibitor National Sector
First
Valmet
Second
JK Paper Ltd
Commendation
Bluecraft Agro Private Limited
Special Commendation – Debut Participation
•
Haber
•
Spento Papers India LLP
•
Edicon Paper
•
Ambani Paper LLP
•
Indo Global Commerical Pvt Ltd
Special Commendation – National Sector
•
Saloni Paper Machines Pvt Ltd
•
Servall Engineering
•
Pravesh Paper Pvt Ltd
•
Seascope Pulp & Papers Pvt Ltd
•
Jani Sales Private Limited
Special Commendation – International Group Participation
•
eintec
Special Commendation – Paper Manufacturers
•
Bahl Paper Mills Ltd
•
ITC Limited-PSPD
•
Kuantum Papers Ltd
•
Naini Group of Industries
•
Seshasayee Paper & Boards Ltd
•
Silverton Pulp & Papers Pvt Ltd
•
Sangal Papers Limited
•
Shree Krishna Paper Mills & Industries Ltd
•
Tamilnadu Newsprint And Papers Limited
•
Yash Pakka Ltd
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three days of the conference. In his address, he highlighted the
efficient features of various technical papers presented during the
conference. He thanked the resource persons for their excellent
presentations covering state of the art technologies which can be
adapted by the Indian Industry.

Mr. Pankaj Agarwal, Vice President, IARPMA and Managing
Director, Bindlas Duplex Ltd. proposing the vote of thanks.

Mr. Anil Kumar, Sr. Vice President, IARPMA & Former ED and CEO,
Shreyans Industries Ltd. delivering his welcome address.

Mr. Anil Kumar, Sr. Vice President, IARPMA & Former
Executive Director and CEO, Shreyans Industries Ltd gave the
welcome address. In his welcome address, Mr. Anil Kumar said
that Paperex’2022 exhibition and conference was a grand success
because the event attracted a large number of exhibitors, visitors,
delegates and also the technical conference of Paperex’2022
touched upon the technological requirements of the industry and
provided an opportunity to the participants to see through the
presentations of best technologies for paper industry available all
over the world.

cooperation of event partners and well wishers of the Indian Pulp
and Paper Industry, it would have been difficult for organizing
Paperex’ successfully and he thanked all the sponsors such as
Imerys Minerals (India) Pvt. Ltd., Valmet Technologies, APRIL,
Parason Machinery (India) Pvt. Ltd., Satia Industries Ltd., Haber
(eLIXA Technoloiges Pvt. Ltd.) JMC Papertech Pvt Ltd., BTG - A
Voith Company, Cellpap Mercantile Pvt. Ltd., Seshasayee Paper

In his address during the valedictory session, Mr. Gagan
Sahni, Portfolio Director, Hyve, explained about the success of
Paperex’2022 exhibition. Mr. Gaurav Sood, Director, Hyve said in
his address about the future plans to take the Paperex’2022 to new
heights with the supports and cooperation of Indian Paper Industry.
Mr. Pankaj Agarwal, Vice President, IARPMA and Managing
Director, Bindlas Duplex Ltd. proposed the vote of thanks at
the end of Valedictory session. He thanked all the dignitaries,
participants of Paperex’2022 and he also extended his heartiest
thanks and gratitude to all the partners / sponsorers of the event
and he informed the august gathering that without the support and

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

Cultural Programme of Paperex.

and Boards Ltd, Inpaper International, etc. Paperex’2022 events
concluded with gala dinner cum cultural programme with much
fanfare.
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Paper Industry: Post Pandemic Growth and Restructuring
G.S. Patnaik*, Vinay Dwivedi**, CSR Apparao**, Susanta Nayak** and Dr. S.P. Singh**

G.S. Patnaik

Abstract
Covid-19 is demanding a lot of changes in the realm of our daily lives. The paper industry is also facing unprecedented changes
in the operational and management environment. Financial tensions across the sector are rising. This study suggests that the
paper manufacturing strategy’s direction is focusing on commercial revenue management. After Covid-19, efficient operation
and revenue generation will be the top priority. The digital transformation will transform paper manufacturing into a new
dimension with machine learning, Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data and sensor technologies. These technologies, like robotics,
unmanned aerial vehicles, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, increase paper and allied products quality. Today’s
paper industry is precise, smarter, and data-centered. The Internet of Things is evolving rapidly, and IoT technologies have
redesigned many sectors in the real world, including paper and board manufacturing. The tailor made solutions are also
helping in enhanced productivity. These redesigned methods have changed the conventional paper and board manufacturing
practices and developed new opportunities with small technological changes. The present discussion mainly highlights the
restructuring capabilities post-pandemic in the real world and challenges while integrating the technology with conventional
paper manufacturing practices. Finally, based on present discussions, JK Paper Ltd. has carried out smart paper manufacturing
and marketing future trends for sustainable economical growth.
Keywords: COVID -19, pulp & paper, manufacturing, restricting, redesigning.

Introduction

T

he pulp and paper industry is a large
and growing portion of the world’s
economy. The pulp and paper
industry is one of the largest industries
in the world. It is dominated by North
American, Northern European and East
Asian companies. Latin America and
Australasia also have significant pulp and
paper industries. Over the next few years,
it is expected that both India and China
will become key players in the industry.
The Covid-19 pandemic shocked the world
economy and led stock markets to collapse
by one third in early 2020 and it remained
volatile despite recent recovery.Unlike the
global financial crisis; the Covid-19 crisis
started outside the financial sector and
had immediate and far more dramatic real
effects on the economy[1]. The collapse
in global trade and nationwide restrictions
affected manufacturer’s ability to generate
revenue, resulting in varying levels of
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

decrease and recovery in stock prices across
global market. This virus impact created a
global recession. The change in people’s
social activities is being witnessed, which
leads to economic reduction and delay in
schools’ reopening, work from home, and
remote work access. The challenges faced
by the people in the pandemic era are
related to financial, social life, and this era
has made people rethink about growth and
economic structure in individual life style.
The pandemic diseases from different
times (as shown in Table 1) have made a
significant impact on the average lives
of humans. Illnesses such as the Spanish
Flu, HIV, SARS, and Ebola had already
destroyed the economy, which had led
to disturbances in agriculture, industrial
manufacturing, tourism, and transport
facilities. Every country around the world
has taken extraordinary measures to fight
against COVID-19. The travel restrictions
and halting the trading activities happened
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in most countries to limit the disease from
spreading. The economic sectors were also
majorly affected in developing countries.
With concerns over high production
costs and expensive raw materials due to
the two waves of the ongoing pandemic,
the Indian manufacturing sector revival
started from the second half of 2021. As
a result of a recovery in the other sectors
of the economy, the demand for packaging
materials and paperboards is improving
substantially. Due to rapid Covid-19
vaccination process, there is good sign of
reopening of schools and colleges. Exports
have helped in providing some relief to
the industry, even though realizations
have gone down because India is worsthit than most countries in the world.
The statistics that signal hope among the
paper industry,is the enormous scope for
*General Manager (QA & TS), **JK Paper Ltd.,
(Unit: JK Paper Mills), Jaykaypur, Dist-Rayagada,
Odisha, India.
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Table 1: Pandemic comparison for the last century.
Scenario

Virus

Deaths

1

H1NI-Spanish Flu (1919)

2

H2N2-Asian Flu (1958)

1100000

3

H3N2-Hongkong Flu (1970)

1000000

4

HIV (1982-Present)

6900000

5

SARS (2002)

6

H1NI-Swine Flu (2009)

7

MERS (2012)

866

8

EBOLA (2014)

11300

9

COVID-19 (2019-Present)

the growth of the sector in India. The per
capita paper consumption in India is at
15 kilograms, as compared to the global
average of 57 kg, and is bound to increase
in near future.
One of the reason for India’s paper
industry to be non-competitive is the
growing cost of raw materials, fuels and
other inputs, which has resulted in the
increase in the cost of domestic manufacture
of paper and paperboards. The growth
of imports against domestic production
rate has resulted in underutilization of
domestic installed capacity, and has
forced the domestic industry to operate
under challenging conditions. This has
also led to substantial quantities of paper
and paperboards being imported at
significantly lower costs under the FTAs.
Besides domestic and global headwinds,
India’s exports of paper, paperboard &
newsprint outstripped imports, in volume
terms, for the first time ever in 2020-21
(shown in Fig.1).
Among various segments with the
paper industry, the packaging industry
seems to have fared the best across
numerous sectors such as Pharma, Food
Grades, FMCG, and the e-commerce

50000000

774
575400

2,1400000

business. However, with education, office,
and commercial segments being adversely
hit, the imports of paper and paperboards
have been increasing steadily. Barring
newsprint, imports in the country have
risen at a CAGR of 11.34 per cent in the
last nine years. In terms of value, the cost
of imports has gone up to `8,972 crores in
2019-20 from `3,411 crores in 2010-11.
Pandemic Era impacted paper
manufacturing. There is now broad global
consensus that the steps taken to control
the spread of COVID-19 across the world,
though necessary, will have significant
negative consequences on the global
economy. The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has said that the likelihood
of global recession is very high. This
impact is going to be felt more keenly in
developing economies where levels of
poverty, unemployment, and structural
obstacles to economic recovery are high.
The lockdowns in countries have forced
the people toself-isolation, self-social
distancing, and a ban on travel, leading
to essential commodities issuesas the
manufacturing industries and factories
were closed. Themigrant workers, daily
laborers, and the transportation halt have

Figure 1: Export and import scenario of Indian pulp and paper industry.
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created a deficiency in the market. The
Government of India announced a 21day nationwide lockdown on March 25,
2020, which has since been extended till
30th May with progressive changes in
restrictions with time[2]. Some economic
activity was curtailed even before this
date. The impact of this lockdown on the
Indian economy is likely to be significant.
At first time national lockdown the Finance
Minister in India announced and declared
1.7 trillion Indian rupee stimulus packages
to protect the farmers and various sections
of the society from the pandemic.
The lockdown disrupted the inward
and outward supply chains of the paper
industry, something that the industry is still
trying to fully recover from. The lockdowns
that came with the pandemic also led
to the closing of educational institutes,
commercial establishments, downstream
printers, publishers, converters, stationery
services, which resulted in a severe
demand compression. While the closure of
educational institutes has led to a drastic
reduction in consumption of cultural
paper grades, this crisis has been further
amplified by the closure of offices, IT
companies, and service industries. This has
impacted all segments of paper adversely,
and it is only a matter of degree among
different grades, with writing, printing,
and newsprint segments being the worstaffected of all[3].
The COVID-19 pandemic has
severely affected people’s lives, industrial
production, and the global economy,
which inevitably induced a major impact
on the pulp and paper industry. For
example, copier paper and printing paper
have seen a notable decrease in demand
recently due to the shutdown of colleges
and universities. On the other hand, as
illustrated in Figure.2, increasing demand
for some paper products have also come
from this pandemic, mainly reflected in
the personal hygiene paper products, food
packaging products, corrugated packaging
materials. pharmaceutical specialty papers
etc[4].
The COVID-19 pandemic is posing
serious challenges to the pulp and paper
industry due to its disruption to global
industrial supply chains. The challenging
conditions arising from pandemic have
forced the industry to think and restructure
their business model and be ready for the
similar situations in the future and plan
accordingly their activities, initiatives,
investments etc. so as to keep the impact of
such situations to a minimal level[5]. Thus,
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awareness amongst all employees and
workers on safeguards against COVID-19.
Thermal temperature measurements at
the entry and exit gates, mandatory use of
face masks, hand washing and sanitizing
facilities at entry and exit and at different
locations of the plant had been put in place
along with strict ban on non-essential
visitors. Safeguards for social distancing
at the workplace were also implemented.
Meetings, gatherings, travelling etc. were
avoided with a focus on video conferencing
and other digital modes.
It was important to create awareness
about safety steps to be taken from entry to
exit in the factory and follow precautions
to be taken by employees at a personal
level. Awareness material used for this
purpose were,
•

Posters encouraging respiratory
etiquette were displayed at every
corner.

•

Literature / videos training
workers on how to properly use
and maintain protective clothing
and equipment.

1.2 Raw material cost
during pandemic
Figure 2: The potential increasing demand for paper products amid the COVID-19
pandemic.

traditional pulp and paper manufacturing
operations are expected to be transformed,
upgraded, and integrated to reduce the
risks associated with this pandemic.
JK Paper Ltd. has also initiated several
activities and initiatives for survival after
COVID-19, as follows,
i)

Contact less services

ii)

Reduction in raw material cost

iii) Operational
cost
reduction
(process modification, utilities,
chemical consumption etc.)
iv) Substitution of imported spare
parts
v)

Developed diversified products
(e.g. food grade, pharma grade
etc.)

vi) Digital transformation
vii) Reduce dependency of imported
pulp
1.1 Contact less services
The medical world was caught
completely by surprise without appropriate
diagnostic tools, preventive medicine or
treatment. The initial reaction to prevent

INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

the spread of disease was one of lockdown,
which was imposed in most parts of the
world. There were few countries which did
not show higher levels of incidences. Indian
government also imposed a complete lock
down during late March 2020 to midMay 2020[6]. Restrictions on movements
of goods and people severely affected
economic activity. In compliance with the
Government directives, the JKPM had to
temporarily suspend operations in the last
week of March 2020. Operations resumed
in the third week of April 2020 at JKPM.
However, the operations continued only
at low key through much of 1st and 2nd
Quarter of 2020-21 owing to a difficulty
in procurement of raw materials, logistic
issues both in procuring raw materials and
dispatch of finished products, non-opening
of markets and consequent demand
contraction. JKPM continued to operate
with safety precautions and practices
for COVID-19. The plant was operated
with 50 % of the workforce, due to the
employees’ positive efforts. JKPM took
all precautions to protect employee as well
as local residents with the help of district
administration.
JKPM organized campaigns to bring
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control

One of the biggest costs in the
manufacturing of paper is raw
materials.In the past, JKPM
sourced wood from as far as
1200 kms, incurring high logistic
costs. The raw materials sources
were scattered and thus, regular
supply of raw material was
always in quandary. Realizing
the possible risks, the JKPM
started investing in developing
plantations around the mill, by
focusing on encouraging farmers
within a 200-kilometre-radius
of its manufacturing facilities.
JKPM farm forestry initiative
has proved to be a game-changer.
The farm forestry initiative has
enhanced sustainable livelihoods
across rural districts, provided
farmers an assured income,
and the prospect of equitable
realizations, and eased raw
material supplies for the JKPM.
The proportion of resources
derived by the JKPM from the
farm forestry initiative increased
at a fast pace in the last four
year’s period. It is now managed
by maximizing the procurement
direct from local farmers nearby
the mill location.
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to direct feeding and reduction in
procurement, inventory of raw
material has come down to 16-20
days from 25-30 days resulting
into reduction of inventory
carrying cost.
1.3 Operational cost reduction
1.3.1 Reduction in bleach chemical
consumption:

Figure 3: Maximize raw material procurement nearby JKPM, Rayagada.

1.2.1 Maximization of procurement
from areas closer to mills:
As a result of the increased
procurement from nearby areas average distance of procurement
reduced from 220 Kms to around
150 kms resulting in savings
of Rs.150-200/MT of wood
due to lower freight costs. This
was possible due to enhanced
farmer engagement and focus on
plantation activities over the past
few years in areas within 200 km
from the factory that resulted in
sufficient availability of wood in
our catchment area (Fig.3).
1.2.2 Enhanced direct procurement
from farmers & thrust on
departmental harvesting:
Direct
/
Departmental
procurement from farmers &
farmer’s organizations increased
to 28% of total procured quantity
during FY 20-21 as compared
to 12% earlier. In case of
Departmental procurement from
farmers the company took up

the responsibility for harvesting
and transportation of the farmers
produce to our factory. This
initiative helped in maximizing
direct procurement from farmers
while improving price realization
of farmers for the wood supplied
to JKPM due to direct payment
to farmers, lower transport rates
and elimination of middlemen.
Farmers could get around 8-10%
extra payment for their wood,
encouraging them for further
pulpwood plantation.
1.2.3 Better inventory management:
Increased direct feeding and
better inventory management
also resulted in lowering of costs.
Direct raw material feeding into
the chippers has been increased
to the tune of 85-90% which has
resulted into huge savings of
handling costs and productivity.
Direct feeding of raw material
has also helped the unit to
achieve better fiber yield through
optimum moisture contents. Due

JKPM has the ECF bleaching
sequence
(A/D0-EOP-D1)
producing bleached hardwood
kraft pulp. Bleach chemicals
were controlled manually based
on feed brightness, Kappa No,
Filtrate pH and final brightness
which was leading to higher
bleach chemical consumption as
well as higher variation in final
brightness[7].
To overcome this and control the
chemicals in auto control mode,
minute wise granular data was
collected for the major variables
affecting the brightness and pH.
Variables include ClO2 dosage,
Feed brightness, H2O2 dosage,
Eop brightness, NaOH dosage, Eop
Filtrate pH, Final brightness etc.
A linear model was developed
with the above-mentioned data
to control the brightness in the
auto mode and implemented
and tuned. The results/savings
obtained are as shown in Fig.4.
1.3.2 Reduction in LP Steam
Consumption in Eop Stage:
In ECF Bleaching sequence
alkaline
extraction
stage
followed by the ClO2 stage is
operated at higher temperature
to ensure the complete reaction.
As we were running at very
low consumption of H2O2, we
reduced the Eop stage temperature

Figure 4: Bleaching chemicals reduction trend in A/D0-EOP-D1 bleaching sequence.
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in a stagewise manner and observed its effect on the Eop
stage brightness gain, H2O2 residual in Eop tower outlet
pulp. It was observed that there is possibility of reduction
of temperature upto 3 - 4 ºC (shown in Fig.5), without
affecting the pulp properties. Through this practice
JKPM was able to establish a simple relation between Eop
stage temperature and H2O2 dosage, and this resulted in a
reduction of Eop stage temperature and hence reduction in
LP steam Consumption.

produce a variety of increasingly complex graphics and
packages under the same roof.
1.5.1 Food packaging products:
Affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, the social
distancing has led to an independent and convenient food
and beverage mode for many people[9]. Paper boxes,
straws, paper bags, food packaging papers were found to
become new growth points for the JKPM.
•

OGR 40-50 GSM: This segment was developed for
packing of food products like Pizza, Burger, Rolls etc as
shown in Fig.7.

Figure 7: Low GSM oil and grease resistance (OGR) paper.

•
Figure 5: LP steam reduction trend in Chlorine dioxide stage.

1.4 Substitution of imported spare parts
OEM, Original equipment manufacturer part is a part
made by the manufacturer or made for them to their
specification but an external company. Aftermarket
parts are parts produced by any other company. Often
they are reverse engineered to be a very close to the
original specification. Many options are available
which can vary wildly in price and quality. Specialized
aftermarket suppliers are able to produce more durable
parts than OEM, others just produce parts designed for
direct replacement. When plant modifications are made
often the best parts to use are the upgraded specialist’s
parts. JKPM reduced the imported spare parts cost using
aftermarket parts instead of OEM parts (shown in Fig.6).

Eco-sip 60-120 GSM: This segment was developed for
making straw to be used for liquid sip instead of plastic
straw like coconut water , soft drink etc as shown in
Fig.8.

Figure 8: Medium GSM paper for liquid sip.

•

Clay Coated Cup Stock 140 – 210 GSM: This segment
was developed for making high-end tea, coffee cups and
soft pillow packs used in liquid food packaging as shown
in Fig.9.

Figure 9: High GSM high end tea and coffee cup.

1.5.2 Paper-based pharmaceutical and other applications:
Figure 6: Savings details of import substitution of spares.

1.5 Developed diversified products
Due to the pandemic and digitalization of communication
and media, the global consumption of graphic paper is
showing a down trend. However, this is counterbalanced
by the growth in packaging and hygiene paper products[8].
This market shift meant that JKPM would have to take a
step away from mass production, and a take step towards
mass customization. As a result, the same plants had to
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL
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As a special type of carrier, paper can be endowed with
many functions such as filtration, adsorption, antibacterial
and detection by chemical/physical/ biological design.
Some specialty paper can be used for the production of
various medical products (e.g. paper electrodes, paperbased microfluidic chips, paper-based biosensors and
biological test paper) Thus, the pandemic provided
an opportunity for the companies that could produce
medical specialty papers, divine paper, carry bag, art
paper sublime paper etc.
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•

Pharma Print 40 GSM: This segment is used as Medical
leaflet / Inserter (Fig.10).

Figure 10: Pharma Print low GSM.

•

D’vine Print 40 GSM: This segment is used for Holy
Book Printing applications (Fig.11).

Figure 13: Sublime paper 75/80 GSM.

Figure 11: D’vine Print 40 GSM.

•

Carry bag 50 & 68 GSM: This segment is used as paper
based Carry Bag (Fig.12) instead of the plastic pouch or
bags to be used in shops & malls.

chain will continuously send and receive information.
Key data from raw materials suppliers to manufacturers
and to customers will be harnessed and utilized[10].
This will result in greater energy efficiency and less
wastage[11]. The major contributed technologies to
the digital transformation of the paper manufacturing
industry are as follows,
1.6.1 Smart equipment
The implementation of the Internet of Things (IoT) will
mean that all assets in a manufacturing line will be able
to communicate with one another. They will be able to
adapt to their surroundings, maintain themselves, and
make better decisions than humans.
1.6.2 Networking and connectivity
By connecting these smart products to a centralized
server, the vast quantity of data can be instantly analyzed
from anywhere, allowing for instant decision-making
and a dramatic streamlining of manufacturing plant
processes.
1.6.3 Value chain integration
By connecting every step of the supply chain from the
raw materials to the customer, paper manufacturers
will be able to react instantly to a change in demand,
dramatically cutting down on resource waste.

Figure 12: Carry bag 50 & 68 GSM.

•

•

JK Sublime 75/80 GSM: For Custom apparel printing
in Fashion Industry, Sublimation transfer paper
wasdeveloped as JK Sublime in 75/80 gsm (Fig.13).
JK Cote Art Paper 80 – 110 GSM: Under Atmanirbhar
Yojana concept & replacement of imports in lower gsm
Coated Paper, we have developed JK Art & Chromo
grade in the gsm range of 80-100 gsm.

1.6 Digital transformation
Industry 4.0 is going to play a key role in the digital
transformation of the paper manufacturing industry. In
the future, paper mills will not have isolated functions
and processes. Instead, assets along the whole value
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1.6.4 Data analytics
By harnessing the power of the data gathered by a chain
of smart equipment and smart products, manufacturers
would be able to eradicate the need for storage, allow
for predictive maintenance, and inform a more flexible
business strategy.
1.7 Reduce dependency of imported pulp
The trade imbalances are the main cause that pushes
ocean freight rates up significantly (shown in Figure 14).
When the COVID-19 started to rage, production came to
a halt. Countries across the globe imposed lockdown and
subsequently opened it up at different times. It caused an
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Figure 14: Ocean freight rate continues to increase dramatically until Q4 2021.
(Credit: FBX).

imbalance between supply and
demand for goods. Moreover,
shipping companies had to
reduce the capacity on major
routes. Port delays and closures
occurred.
The artificial shortage of container
was created by few countries. It
then led to a shortage of return
cargo from destination ports and
empty containers for export[12].
Thus, the price rose every two to
three months about USD 46.65
per ton pulp due to combined
impact of international logistics
issues, higher shipping costs and
robust domestic demand. In these
crises, substitution of imported
pulp was madewith increased
in-house pulp production for
other JKP Ltd. units leading
to cost reduction and capacity
utilization under the slogan
“ATMANIRBHAR JK”.

flexibility and creativity of their frontline
staff, JKPM has utilized the opportunity
to emerge from the crisis with excellence
in manufacturing operations that are safer,
more productive, and more resilient.
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Intelligent roll remote support service from Valmet

Tatu Pitkänen*

Abstract
In these exceptional times, remote services provide papermakers with quick and safe access to Valmet’s expertise. Intelligent roll
remote support and data analysis services provide a tool for supporting onsite actions and maintenance, as well as optimizing
the papermaking process. Avoiding unplanned shutdowns and improving profiles mean less broke, better runnability, higher
quality and cost savings. The paper presents features of the Valmet’s intelligent roll remote support services for papermakers to
optimize and maintain the papermaking process in an efficient way.

Introduction

I

ntelligent roll remote support and data
analyses are available from the Valmet
Performance Center, providing a fast
way to solve a number of challenges and
support equipment reliability.
Valmet’s remote support and analysis
services connect papermakers to Valmet’s
experts online if they are using the
iRoll, roll condition monitoring or other
Intelligent Roll Solutions. The service
allows papermakers to access an expert
network with experience of hundreds of
deliveries in a wide range of quality- and
runnability-related improvement projects.
Valmet’s service provides them with a costeffective, networked way of operating.
The analysis and support services
include roll maintenance support, the
iRoll upkeep service, nip profile and roll
condition analyses, vibration and barring
analyses, hardness or tension profile
improvements, alignment and nip loading
equipment condition checks, and reporting.
Valmet’s experts support mills in regularly
checking the iRoll or other systems. They
carry out data and condition analyses, and
the mill receives recommendations for
actions based on the findings.
The remote connection can be
arranged via a fixed or mobile network.
The remote access is secure, with the
Valmet Performance Center acting as the
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Figure 1: Capabilities of the Valmet’s intelligent roll remote support and data analysis.

connection hub. Fig.1 below shows the
capabilities of the intelligent roll remote
support and data analysis.
The case studies of the intelligent
roll remote support and data analysis in
press nip analysis, sizer nip vibration to
avoid unplanned shutdown, calender cover
running interval optimization and reel nip
profile analysis to improve the process
performance are presented below.

Case study 1: Analysis of
press nips: nip closing,
alignments,
loading
equipment condition and
performance of deflectioncompensated rolls
Data analysis over a remote
connection supports onsite personnel. It
reduces the need for manpower and saves
costs. An example to identify if a press
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nip is operating as it should operate under
normal conditions is presented below using
the intelligent roll remote support and data
analysis. In this case, with the iRoll system
in use, it is possible to observe if the nip is
closing evenly on both sides. The analysis
indicates if there is a need for alignment
actions or loading equipment maintenance.
Fig.2 indicates the uneven closing of the nip
and that there is need to adjust the timing
of the nip movement. Based on the data
analysis, the timing of the nip movement is
adjusted and a symmetrical nip closing on
both sides is observed (Fig.3).
Another target of analyzing nip
load profile data is to test the function of
the nip-loading equipment and related
mechanics. Loading trials reveal friction,
faulty cylinders, effects from leakages
or alignment issues. Loading equipment
*Global Technology Manager, Roll Covers and
Maintenance, Valmet, Finland.
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Figure 2: The nip closes unevenly, and loading remains skew
permanently. This indicates the need to adjust the timing of the
nip movement.

Figure 3: After the adjustments supported by data analysis, the
nip is now closing evenly on both sides, and the nip remains more
symmetrical. No onsite alignment adjustments are necessary.

tests and data analyses can be supported
remotely to assist onsite maintenance
personnel. Data from a longer period
reveals fluctuations over time and slowly
evolving loading issues (Fig.4).
When more data sources are available,
it is possible to explore the analysis more
deeply and add further value. For example,
if your target is to avoid roll cover failures
and extend running intervals, an embedded
temperature profile measurement can be
added to other iRoll data.
In the case example below, several
roll cover failures occurred on a deflectioncompensated roll on a 1st press bottom
position. An iRoll system was installed,
and its data was analyzed, including nip
profile and roll cover temperature profile
measurements. The crowning and loading
equipment proved to be fine when the data
during off-sheet conditions was analyzed
(Fig.5).

Figure 4: Nip load testing reveals that nip pressure adjustment is only affecting the
tending side (the left of the graphs). The drive side is not reacting due to a problem in
the loading equipment. Using this data allows the malfunction on the drive side to be
addressed by the onsite maintenance personnel.

During running conditions, however,
the roll became overloaded on the drive
side, as shown on the left in Fig.5. The
temperature also increased on the drive
side, creating a significant risk of cover
failure.
It was concluded that the internal oil
temperature was creeping higher after each
machine start-up. Oil circulation needed to
be enhanced to prevent it from heating up
the roll on the exhaust (drive) side. The
nip profile skew could be compensated
with side-to-side pressure. As a long-term
improvement, the rolls were later upgraded
at a Valmet roll workshop to enhance the oil
flow and reduce internal heat generation.
Using the online nip profile
monitoring systems enables a long-term
approach to the analysis too. Various
loading conditions, nip opening/closing
situations, exceptional events, etc. over
a longer period can be observed without
doing onsite tests. Let’s look at a case
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Figure 5: Nip and temperature profiles.
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indicated – and will be avoided in future if
possible. With these quick and appropriate
actions, an unplanned shutdown proved
unnecessary, and vibration events were
avoided.

Case study 3: Calender
cover running interval
optimization
Barring was limiting the running
intervals of calender covers on a WFU

Figure 6: Nip profiles in various loading conditions.

where a mill wanted to increase nip load
in a 3rd press position featuring a Beloit
CC roll.
As the nip was equipped with the
iRoll Press system, it was possible to check
roll performance over a longer period
using the data the solution provided.
Valmet’s experts used a remote connection
to work with both online and history press
nip data from the iRoll system. Based on
the data from several months ago, it was
possible to follow up the press nip data,
including various changes in the press load
conditions without having to carry out any
load changes or bump tests.

Figure 7: Size nip load profiles and trends.

An analysis of the various nip closings
from the iRoll history data revealed that the
nip was under-crowned with low nip loads
and somewhat over-crowned with the
new current higher nip load level (Fig.6).
Based on the findings, Valmet’s experts
recommended that the CC roll parameters
should be updated to optimized ones.

Case study 2: Sizer nip
vibration and unplanned
shutdown avoided
A machine producing wood-free
uncoated (WFU) paper had vibration
problems at the sizer. It was necessary
to quickly check the situation and decide
if the rolls needed to be changed in an
unplanned shutdown.
The sizer was equipped with an iRoll
system to measure both nip and applicator
rod profiles. A remote data analysis
revealed the vibration effect on the nip
and rod profile, as well as the vibration
starting point and method of excitation
(Fig.7). Precise wavelengths, nip-loading
conditions and sizer roll rotation speeds
were observed from the data.
Based on the data analysis, it was
possible to indicate the loading and speed
combination that excited the vibration and
thus avoid it (Fig.8).
Data from a longer period showed that
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Figure 8: Effect of vibration.

there had been earlier signs that vibration
was starting, but it had remained under
control. The greatest fluctuation occurred
on the tending side edge. Findings from the
remote analysis were discussed with onsite
maintenance experts. It was concluded
that the fluctuation could be related to the
worn-out loading arm pivot point.

machine, and frequent cover changes led
to a short shutdown span. Some cover
running intervals were longer; others were
shorter. It was necessary to identify which
factors needed to be optimized to avoid
barring (Fig. 9).
A remote data analysis was initiated to
identify which conditions led to the high
vibration increase rate. Data was collected

It was discovered that the TS loading
arm
pivot
point
had
inadequate
lubrication and was
worn out. Lubrication
was enhanced, and
the
mechanical
maintenance
of
the
pivot
point
was listed for the
next
appropriate
shutdown.
The
combination of load
and speed that excited
the vibration was
Figure 9: Vibration modelling.
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and parent roll hardness profiles. Remote
data analysis was initiated by remote
experts in cooperation with onsite experts
to discover what was happening.

Figure 10: Principle of the model.

to build a model to explain different calender resonance frequencies
and their interactions. Data covered the running speeds, vibration
level at the beginning of the roll run (grinding quality), vibration
during operation, nip loads, temperature of the thermo roll, drive
loads, etc. (Fig. 10).

Remote data analysis based on
the iRoll data revealed that the parent
roll hardness profile was fine, and the
online profile control, control system and
actuators were working normally (Fig.12).
The hardness profile data revealed that
there were clear discontinuities in the roll
build-up in the small-diameter roll bottom
area. It was discovered that the actual nip
load trend differed from the desired reeling
recipe: The nip load in primary reeling was too low.

Figure 12: Reeling nip load trend measured in the nip.

Force peaks were also occurring during the load transfer from
primary to secondary load (Fig.13). These discontinuities appeared
in the same diameter as the reeling defects and were clearly causing
the problems.

Figure 11: Example result from the model, showing the optimal
speed and nip load conditions for minimal barring risk. In this
case, it can be seen that running at a slower speed is not the best
option for the maximal running interval.

Modelling and analyzing the running conditions and factors
affecting the barring issue made it possible to identify and
recommend the best operating point for each factor. It was also
possible to define the most suitable speed ranges for individual
rolls, diameters and loading conditions.
Optimizing the running conditions made it possible to
identify the potential to extend running intervals by 20 percent.
Additionally, recommendations for optimal roll diameters for
future roll coverings help to release more speed potential. Further
results include longer shutdown intervals and cost savings.

Case study 4: Reel nip load and hardness
profile analysis improves reeling process
performance
A printing paper producer was experiencing wrinkles on parent
roll bottoms that caused web breaks at the winder. It was necessary
to check the situation, identify the cause of the problem and avoid
an unplanned shutdown by planning for the next one. The reel was
equipped with an iRoll system to measure both reeling nip loads
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Figure 13: Nip profile color map.

Valmet and customer drew up an action plan for the next
shutdown. The required experts and accessories were reserved for
the site in cooperation between all parties. The reeling equipment
was mechanically adjusted, including alignments, wear part
changes, zeroing and calibration of position/force controls. These
actions made it possible to avoid reeling defects and winder web
breaks. An unplanned shutdown proved to be unnecessary, and the
reeling equipment now runs at a high-performing level.

Conclusion: Suitable for even more cases
These are just a few examples of how remote support services
can help maintenance and papermakers can use the data analyses
to support onsite actions in various ways, leading to a faster
response time, reduced need for travel and cost savings in work
hours. Combining data from various sources, modeling, analysis
and remote support for onsite actions make it possible to bring the
benefits of automation to maintenance actions.
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Sulzer launches
SALOMIX SSF150
agitator

Mondi teams up with EW Technology
to launch new machine for paper
pallet wrapping

S

ulzer launches the latest addition
to the SALOMIX agitator family,
the SSF150. SALOMIX offers
excellent performance in all industrial
segments. The new size will be used
mainly in large pulp mills, and typical
applications will be storage towers,
pulpers and bleaching towers. SSF150
strengthens Sulzer’s position as the
leading full-line equipment supplier to
the pulp, paper, and board industry.
SALOMIX SSF side-mounted
gear-driven agitators are used for
mixing and agitating process liquids in
demanding industrial applications, such
as viscous liquids as well as fibrous and
other slurries. The agitators ensure a
homogenous mixing result, high process
reliability and efficiency, low operating
costs, and low environmental stress.
All SSF agitators have a consistent
design and stainless steel construction,
a flange-mounted motor, and an
integrated, compact, and efficient
one-stage gearbox. For SSF150,
accessories such as support legs, Dilco
integrated dilution system, sealing water
equipment, bearing unit monitoring,
grease dispenser for the front bearing,
and Sulzer Sense condition monitoring
are available. The new SSF150 spans
from 110 kW/150 hp up to 160 kW/200
hp. The agitators in the SSF range are
ATEX approved. This means that they
are also suitable for our customers in the
chemical process industry.
The SALOMIX agitators are easy
and fast to install, and the spare parts
costs are low due to a high degree
of standardization. The new, highefficiency hydraulics (patent pending)
provide substantial savings in energy
consumption.q
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M

ondi, a global leader in packaging
and paper, has collaborated with
Austrian mechanical engineering
company EW Technology to launch a new
machine for paper pallet wrapping that is
more efficient and sustainable on small-tomedium production lines.
The two companies worked together
to design the innovative machine, which
fills a gap Mondi identified in the pallet
wrapping market. Offering two settings,
the machine can be fully automated to
wrap up to 60 pallets every hour or semiautomated to wrap 10-15 pallets per hour.
The machine takes a full reel of
Mondi’s Advantage StretchWrap paper,
allowing customers to replace the multilayer plastic which is currently the
industry standard for pallet wrapping.
Advantage StretchWrap is 100% virgin
paper, created with renewable materials
and fully recyclable in existing paper
waste streams across Europe. It contains
no plastic or coating, but still ensures
excellent strength and tension absorption.
Mondi commissioned an independent
life cycle assessment (LCA) comparing
the innovative paper pallet packaging
to conventional plastic stretch film and
proved that it performed better in several
impact categories – most notably in
climate change, with a 62% lower carbon
footprint than virgin plastic stretch film.
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From a user point of view there are
further benefits. A full reel of Advantage
StretchWrap can be applied to the new
machine without any need to re-wind.
The larger dimensions of the Advantage
StretchWrap reel mean that a replacement
reel is only needed every 400-600 pallets
compared to 40-80 pallets for plastic
wrapping, providing a more efficient
solution.
Philipp Ertl, Co-founder, EW
Technology, says: “Sustainable projects
are close to our hearts and as a young
team we are determined to make a positive
contribution to the environment. By taking
a collaborative approach with Mondi we
were able to learn exactly what was needed
and work together to deliver a unique new
offering in paper wrapping technology for
palletised goods – one that will benefit
companies across many industries.”
“We work with brands across various
industries and recognised that companies
seeking to be more sustainable and with
smaller outputs require a customised
machine for paper pallet wrapping.
This machine will mean that customers
can successfully and safely wrap their
products in paper for transportation, work
towards a more circular system and make a
positive contribution to the environment.”
Added Babicz Bartosz, Product Manager
Advantage StretchWrap, Mondi.q
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Registration compulsory for importers of newsprint,
other paper products
Move aimed at checking dumping; currency paper, bank bond, cheque paper exempted

I

mporters of newsprint and a range of
other paper products such as handmade
paper, wallpaper base, carbon paper and
toilet paper will now have to compulsorily
register under the government’s ‘Paper
Import Monitoring System’ in a move
aimed at checking the dumping of such
items in the domestic market.
“The import policy of major paper
products has been amended from ‘Free’ to
‘Free subject to compulsory registration
under Paper Import Monitoring System’. A
notification to this effect has been issued by
the DGFT,” according to a press statement
circulated by the Commerce & Industry
Ministry. Online facility of registration for
importers will be available from July 15.
Some exemption
Paper products like currency paper,
bank bond and cheque paper, security
printing paper, etc. have been excluded
from this policy change. The move will also
promote Make In India and Aatmanirbhar
Bharat in this category, the statement
added. “The domestic paper industry has
been raising issues of dumping of paper
products in the domestic market by way

of under-invoicing, entry of prohibited
goods by mis-declaration, re-routing
goods through other countries in lieu of
trade agreements. A large proportion of
paper products are imported under ‘Others’
category tariff lines,” it observed.
Implementation process of Paper
Import Monitoring System (PIMS) has
been made user-friendly, the release said.
Importers can get an automatic registration
number online by paying a registration

fee of `500. “The importer can apply for
registration not earlier than 75th day and
not later than 5th day before the expected
date of arrival of import consignment. The
automatic registration number thus granted
shall remain valid for a period of 75 days,”
the release said. Multiple Bills of Entry
shall be allowed in the same registration
number within the validity period of
registration for the permitted quantity.q

Major paper makers in India expect robust demand
across segments
Opening for schools and colleges has triggered revival in demand for notebooks, text books and other publication
papers. Major paper manufacturers like ITC and JK Paper are experiencing robust demands.

T

he paper industry, which was
badly impacted due to Covid, is
witnessing improved sales volumes
and better price realisation because of
robust demands across most end-user
segments. Covid-induced lockdowns
had significantly affected operations of
paper manufacturing companies. Covidrelated restrictions, closure of educational
institutes, and adoption of work from home
had hurt the industry. The printing and
writing segment had contracted drastically
following a steep decline in the publishing
and school notebooks segment, which
accounts for almost 65% of the writing and
printing market. The demand decline in
the printing and writing segment had led to
weaker paper prices.
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

Opening for schools and colleges has
triggered revival in demand for notebooks,
text books and other publication papers.
Major paper manufacturers like ITC and
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JK Paper are experiencing robust demands.
JK Paper vice chairman and managing
director Harsh Pati Singhania has said the
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company posted a strong performance in
the fourth quarter last fiscal on the back of
improved demand, leading to higher sales
volume and better realisation, in spite of
substantial increase in major input costs
over the last few months. The company
recorded its highest-ever quarterly
turnover at Rs 1,430.87 crore, a growth of
46% year-on-year. Ebitda grew 35% YoY
to Rs 357.97 crore.
ITC, which experienced strong
demands for all grades of paperboards
during Q4, expects demand to be robust
across major end-use segments of
paperboards. “Also, given that paper
packaging is highly sustainable compared
to other substrates, the segment is
expected to gain substantial consumer
franchise,” Vadiraj Kulkarni, divisional
chief executive, Paperboards and Specialty
Papers Division, told Media.
The dominant end-user segments of
paperboards are pharmaceutical packaging,
FMCG, packaged foods, QSRs and liquid
packaging, among others. “However, we
are also witnessing high volatility and
cost pressures on our inputs, which we
are trying to mitigate through judicial
cost efficiencies and structural measures.
Going forward, we hope to improve our
margins further, driven by structural cost
advantages by scaling up in-house pulp
capacities, higher efficiencies in operations
and growth in international markets,”
Kulkarni said.
Currently, the share of valued-added
boards is around 70% of ITC’s paper
business in volume terms. “We have plans
to increase share of value-added grades
further over next three to four years,”
Kulkarni said. The Indian paper industry
is estimated to be about 20 million tonne,
of which carton boards & container boards
(corrugated boards) constitute the largest
share (around 55%), followed by writing
& printing paper (25%), specialty paper
(10%) and newsprint (10%).
The industry is expected to grow
at a CAGR of 8-9% over the next five
years, led by growth in packaging grades.
Within carton boards, the consumer
packaging segment (40-50% of total
paperboard volumes) is expected to clock
8.5-9.5% CAGR over the next five years,
driven by increased volumes in end-user
segments such as household appliances,
FMCG products, ready-made garments,
pharmaceuticals
and
e-commerce.
Further, the ban on single-use plastics is
expected to fuel demands for paper-based
alternatives.q
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Indian paper industry at an inflection
point: ICRA report

T

he paper industry is witnessing a
paradigm shift from the demand
perspective, with demand for
newsprint papers and printing writing
papers dwindling, given the rising impact
of digitisation. At the same time, the
packaging paper segment is witnessing a
rise, with growing demand for packaging
from eCommerce, food and food products,
FMCG and the pharmaceutical sector.
This was revealed in a report released
by ICRA. The organisation expects a
healthy demand for packaging papers to
drive growth for paper manufacturing
companies in the medium term.
Suprio Banerjee, vice-president and
sector head, ICRA, said: “The domestic
paper manufacturing industry is currently
at a juncture where the newsprint papers
and printing and writing papers segment is
gradually losing out to the packaging paper
segment. The installed capacity levels
in packaging paper is seen picking up
progressively, aided by the capex incurred
in the recent past over FY2017 to FY2022,
along with the capex planned over the next
two fiscals till FY2024.”
He said, for the sample set of entities
under study, the installed capacity in
packaging paper division is expected to be
largely at par with non-packaging paper
capacity by FY2023 and notably surpass
the installed capacity by FY2024.
On the earnings front, rising raw
material prices, largely driven by rising
wastepaper prices and elevated fuel prices
(primarily coal), may keep the margin
under check in the near term.
The year-on-year revenue growth for
the paper industry plummeted in FY2021
owing to pandemic-induced disruptions in
the form of factory lockdowns, curtailed
demand for NP/PWP segment due to
closure of schools/colleges and offices
working in hybrid modes. However,
with the continued demand from FMCG,
pharma
and
eCommerce
sectors,
particularly for packaging paper, the sector
is expected to grow in the range of ~3031% in FY2022, albeit on a lower base of
FY2021. The growth is expected to be in
the range of 7-8% in the next two fiscals
supported by demand from the packaging
segment.
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One major near-term concern for the
paper industry has been rising wood pulp
and wastepaper prices and elevated fuel
costs, given that the industry also relies
on imported coal, wherein the prices have
risen substantially over the last one year.
Though the industry is managing
these challenges by passing on such rises
to the final customer as well as absorbing,
wherever possible, on an aggregate basis,
the long-term demand potential for the
Indian. Paper industry remains intact,
given the rising penetration of different
forms on paper in daily livelihood and
is tilting towards the packaging paper
segment.
Highlights
•

The paper industry is witnessing
a paradigm shift from the demand
perspective, with demand for
newsprint papers and printing
writing papers dwindling.

•

ICRA expects a healthy demand
for packaging papers to drive
growth for paper manufacturing
companies in the medium term.

•

The installed capacity levels in
packaging paper is seen picking
up progressively, aided by the
capex incurred in the recent past
over FY2017 to FY2022.

•

With the continued demand
from FMCG, pharma and
eCommerce sectors, particularly
for packaging paper, the sector is
expected to grow in the range of
~30-31% in FY2022.

•

On an aggregate basis, the longterm demand potential for the
India paper industry remains
intact.

•

Steady capacity augmentation
seen
in
domestic
paper
manufacturing industry for the
packaging paper segment during
FY2017 to FY2022; 2.4 lakh
metric tonnes and another ~4.0
lakh metric tonnes expected to be
added in the next two fiscals.

•

Margins in near term to remain
under pressure owing to notable
increase in raw material prices
along with rising energy costs.q
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Paper Vietnam 2022 will Showcase New Technologies for
Pulp and Paper Industry

T

he four leading international
exhibitions specialized in Paper,
Coatings, Rubber & Tires and
Plastech in Vietnam (Paper Vietnam,
Coatings Expo Vietnam, Rubber & Tire
and Plastech Vietnam 2022) will take
place from 3 to 5 August 2022 at Saigon
Exhibition and Convention Center
(SECC), District 7, Ho Chi Minh City.

Manufacturers
Association
(Korea)
KACA) with more than 150 leading
exhibitors from 17 countries and territories:
Belgium, Germany, Indonesia, USA,
Japan, France, Thailand, Turkey, Sweden,
China, India, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore,
Taiwan, Pakistan and Vietnam, with a
strong presence of Indian businesses - the
Country of Honor of this year’s Exhibition.

Paper Vietnam, Coatings Expo
Vietnam, Rubber & Tire and Plastech
Vietnam are the most notable annual trade
events in Vietnam organized by Minh
Vi Exhibition & Advertising Services
Company Limited (VEAS) in the past 10
years. In 2022, returning for the first time
after the Covid 19 pandemic, the exhibition
received strong support and interest from
domestic and international enterprises,
ministries and specialized associations
such as Vietnam Pulp and Paper
Association (VPPA), Vietnam Paint and
Ink Association (VPIA), Vietnam Rubber
Association (VRA), HCMC Rubber
Plastic Association (RUPA), Export
Promotion Council Basic Chemicals,
Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics Exporters
India, (CHEMEXCIL), Indian Agro
& Recycled Paper Mills Association
(IARPMA), Korea Adhesives and Coating

The exhibition is expected to welcome
8000 domestic and international visitors.
The event will showcase the technological
advancement of Vietnam’s four major
industries such as coating, papers, rubber,
and plastic. Typical examples are: Dong
Tien Paper, Misa, Miza, Viet An, Minh
Thanh, Minh Long, Da Nang Rubber,
Vibfast, Alliance, Elof Hanson, Nakagawa,
Weifang, Prochem, Omexey, Lotzer &
Mühlenbruch, Wires & Fabriks.
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The event brings together four
international trade exhibitions including:
The 9th International Exhibition of Paper
and Pulp in Vietnam (Paper Vietnam
2022); The 8th International Exhibition on
Rubber Industry and Tire Manufacturing
in Vietnam (Rubber & Tire Vietnam 2022);
The 7th international exhibition specialized
in coatings and printing ink industry in
Vietnam (Coatings Expo Vietnam 2022);
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The 3rd Exhibition on Plastic Industry
(Plastech Vietnam 2022).
The exhibition is an international
trade meeting point converging four major
industries – Paper, Coating, Rubber and
Tires, for domestic and foreign partners.
Bringing together leading specialties in
one place is a great opportunity for the
manufacturers, raw material suppliers,
distributors, buyers and technical experts
to promote business cooperations
after the negative impact of the Covid
pandemic. At the same time, it helps the
parties to enhance their expertise and
experiences, gather information on the
latest technological advancement from the
leading industry leaders and also to build a
strong digital network in Vietnam.
The exhibition will showcase new
products and improved technologies in the
fields of rubber, pulp and paper production
technology, paper chemicals, packaging
paper, tissue paper, typical paint and
coating materials.
During the 3 days of the exhibition,
many activities will take place
simultaneously including: Specialized
seminar series with practical topics such
as: Information technology application
in the management of paper mills in
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Vietnam, Machinery Xeo paper for
making corrugated boxes in the coming
years in Vietnam, Recycling recovered
paper in general and liquid containers
(milk, juice, etc.), Overview of the rubber
industry, high potential and opportunities
for developing technical training, Meeting
with Vietnamese paint industry enterprises

and Indian and Korean enterprises,
Meeting with Vietnamese and international
paper industry officials and independent
seminar sessions by industry experts.
Business Matching Program (B2B) helps exhibitors and visitors find the right
partners; Potential Buyer Program (VIP
Buyer) - creating opportunities to directly

reach potential buyers and expand business
network; Visitors Tour programme - helps
the foreign business visitors to learn
about the situation, productivity and
practical activities of suppliers at factories,
production zones, industrial parks, high
technology in Vietnam and many other
practical activities.q

Toscotec launches breakthrough in Steel Yankee Dryers for
sustainable papermaking
of papermaking. Based on our expertise
in steam-heated TT SYD and induction
systems, we succeeded in developing a
more efficient and sustainable steel Yankee
dryer.”
Substantial carbon reduction with
unchanged productivity & paper quality

T

oscotec, the global market leader of
Steel Yankee Dryers, introduces TT
Induction SYD, a carbon-reduction
breakthrough that redefines Yankee dryer
technology entirely. TT Induction SYD
uses electrical induction instead of steam
energy to dry the paper web, thereby
cutting direct greenhouse gas emissions to
zero. In 2000, Toscotec pioneered a major
technological innovation, TT SYD, the first
Yankee dryer entirely made of steel. Steel
Yankees have since surpassed their castiron equivalent to become the benchmark
for drying efficiency and safety in the
paper industry. TT Induction SYD is now
set to be the new game changer in tissue
for its capability to use clean energy and
slash direct carbon emissions associated
with the drying process.
A disruptive innovation for dry
crepe and TAD tissue machines
With TT Induction SYD, the internal
steam distribution and steam/condensate
removal systems are entirely replaced
by an induction system composed of
static coils installed inside the shell and
electrical controls and instrumentation
INPAPER INTERNATIONAL

located outside for easy maintenance and
monitoring. As a result of precise coil
geometry, the induction system delivers
a very fast and accurate heating effect
exactly on the areas of the shell where
it is required, while preventing residual
circulating currents in other areas.
Steam-heated Yankees use steam
energy typically generated by burning
fossil fuels. TT Induction SYD uses
electrical energy that can be derived from
renewable energy sources while delivering
the same result, i.e. uniformly heating up
the Yankee’s shell in contact with the paper
web to achieve dryness. TT Induction SYD
is suitable for installation on dry crepe as
well as Through-Air-Drying (TAD) tissue
lines.
Luca Ghelli, Toscotec R&D Director,
says, “Sustainability is the guiding idea of
TT Induction SYD’s design. As a proven
industrial technology, an induction system
offers multiple advantages when applied
to the most energy-intensive section
of the tissue machine. The efficiency
of this cutting-edge technology will
dramatically reduce the carbon footprint
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Normally, approximately half of
the carbon dioxide emissions produced
by a tissue machine originate from the
operation of the Yankee dryer. By using
clean energy, TT Induction SYD achieves
zero direct emissions, while maintaining
productivity unchanged and reducing
energy consumptions because of the higher
efficiency of the induction system. Due
to the precise heating of the shell, it also
eliminates possible moisture profile issues
related to uneven condensate removal,
thereby ensuring an improvement in
moisture uniformity in both cross direction
(CD) and machine direction (MD).
Maximum safety, easier operation,
and maintenance
TT Induction SYD was designed
without any electrical, mechanical,
and radiation risk to ensure maximum
safety. Besides offering safe operations,
it also clears all issues related to the
maintenance of steam-heated Yankees,
including pressure vessel’s mandatory
and planned controls, maintenance of
condensate straw pipes against potential
plugging and of special heads for steam
and condensate inlet and outlet. The entire
Yankee system is simplified in the absence
of steam: the heads, the internal surface
which is groove-less, and the steam and
condensate auxiliary system disappears
entirely, including the steam generator
with related maintenance and controls
and delicate controls for steam quality. TT
Induction SYD simply requires relatively
easy maintenance on the electromagnetic
induction system.q
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Valmet to Supply
Two Tissue Machines
to Liaoning Yusen
Sanitary Products
in China

Suzano Acquires 206,000 Hectares
of Eucalyptus Forests in Brazil for
US$ 667 Million
is due 12 months following this date.
These assets are strategically located
in close proximity to Suzano’s existing
mills. Prioritizing a secure local supply of
wood is aligned with Suzano’s ‘best-inclass’ philosophy to reduce the total cost
of pulp production, while ensuring the
highest stewardship with respect to land
management and biological conservation,
along with the associated carbon footprint,
helping contribute to the company’s
science-based target on climate change.
Suzano’s purchase of eucalyptus forests
currently operated under lease agreements
supports the company’s growth strategy and
secures long-term wood supply.

The new tissue production lines will
produce high quality tissue with a basis
weight range of 12.5 -31.3 g/m2, a design
speed of 1600m/min and a reel trim of
3500mm.

V

almet will supply two Valmet
IntelliTissue
1600
tissue
machines for Liaoning Yusen
tissue mill located in the county of
Tai’an, Liaoning province, China. The
value of the order will not be disclosed,
but Valmet said the total value of an
order of this type and delivery scope is
typically around EUR 6 - 8 million.
The two new tissue production lines
will produce high quality tissue with a
basis weight range of 12.5 -31.3 g/m2,
a design speed of 1600m/min and a reel
trim of 3500mm. Combined, the new
machines will increase Liaoning Yusen’s
annual tissue production capacity by
60,000 tons.
The scope of supply includes
approach pipe and instrumentation
mechanical drive system, lubrication
system, steam system and other auxiliary
systems.
Valmet IntelliTissue machines
belong to the small and medium size
tissue machines that were integrated
into Valmet’s offering through an
acquisition in 2020. The two tissue lines
are scheduled to be in production in the
middle of 2023.q
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S

uzano has completed the purchase
of over 2,000 square kilometers
(206,000 hectares) of eucalyptus
forests in Brazil for the total price of
US$667 million. The land brings into
Suzano’s direct ownership a number of
eucalyptus plantation forests it currently
manages under a long-term leasing
agreement in the states of Bahia, Espírito
Santo, Mato Grosso do Sul and São Paulo.
The purchase of land areas owned
by eight separate companies will be paid
in two installments. The first tranche was
paid on June 22, 2022, and the second one

“We are currently in a fortunate
position financially, with a competitive cost
of debt and good availability of cash, which
allows us to invest for the long-term,” said
Marcello Bacci, CFO of Suzano. “Securing
our wood supply allows us to focus efforts
on driving growth with innovability pursuing sustainable solutions through
innovation - and developing sustainable
bioproducts from eucalyptus.”
Alongside commercial plantations on
the purchased land, Suzano will continue
its broader conservation and biodiversity
efforts on protected areas. These include
maintaining a database monitoring over
4,300 species of plants and animals and
working towards connecting half a million
hectares of conservation areas by 2030
with biodiversity corridors.q

BTG targets real time product quality
with latest launch

B

TG has targeted the global tissue
manufacturing market with the
launch of its ReelTime analytical
software. The software targets process
variations from the pulper to the headbox,
whilst at the same time predicting and
impacting product quality in “real time”.
BTG said it also combines innovative
measurement, visualisation and analytical
software, supported by process and tissuemaking expertise and knowledge.

BTG’s ReelTime software targets process
variations from the pulper to the headbox.

Ian Padley, Global Solutions Manager,
said: “As tissue makers look towards selfregulating and autonomous papermaking,

we believe implementing integrated digital
solutions such as ReelTime will provide
the basis for achieving this.”q
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Rayonier Advanced Materials Appoints
De Lyle W. Bloomquist as President & CEO

R

ayonier Advanced Materials Inc.
(RYAM) today announced that
De Lyle W. Bloomquist has been
appointed President and Chief Executive
Officer of the company, effective
immediately. Bloomquist succeeds Vito
J. Consiglio, who has stepped down as
President and CEO, and as a member
of the company’s Board of Directors,
with the mutual agreement of the Board.
In connection with Mr. Bloomquist’s
appointment, the Board named Lisa M.
Palumbo as Non-Executive Chair of the
Board.
Bloomquist has served on RYAM’s
Board since 2014 and was named NonExecutive Chair of the Board in May
2020. He has decades of domestic and
international leadership experience in
the chemicals, minerals and materials
industries, including in finance, sales,
logistics, operations, IT, strategy and
business
development
capacities.
Bloomquist most recently served as a

partner at Windrunner Management
Advisors LLC, a management advisory
services business, and prior to that served
as the President, Global Chemical Business
of Tata Chemicals Limited, and President,
CEO and Director of Tata Chemicals North
America Inc. He is a graduate of Brigham
Young University and holds an MBA from
Carnegie Mellon University.

“I look forward to working closely
with the Board and management team
to improve the Company’s profitability
by increasing operational reliability,
countering inflationary supply chain
pressures,
focusing
on
employee
engagement, and advancing the Company’s
biorefinery and biomaterials strategy,”
said Mr. Bloomquist. “As a result of these
efforts, the company remains on track
to meet our prior guidance and deliver
improved EBITDA in the second quarter
and the full year 2022. I am confident in the
Company’s ability to continue providing
our customers with the sophisticated
products, solutions and service that they
have come to expect, while delivering
enhanced value to our stockholders.”q

TRG Names Pete
Grill as General
Manager for Marion,
Ohio Packaging
Facility

Sonoco Names Rob Dillard as Chief
Financial Officer
President and CEO, and succeeds Julie
Albrecht, who previously announced plans
to depart Sonoco on June 30, 2022.
Dillard, 48, joined Sonoco in 2018 and
has led the company’s corporate strategy
and mergers and acquisitions activities.
During his time with Sonoco, Dillard has
led the development of the company’s
overall strategy, which included the recent
$1.35 billion acquisition of Ball Metalpack,
Sonoco’s largest acquisition to date.

S

onoco announced that Rob Dillard,
who most recently served as the
company’s Chief Strategy Officer,
has been named Chief Financial Officer,
effective July 1, 2022. In this new role,
Dillard will be responsible for Sonoco’s
global finance functions including audit,
controllership, financial reporting, tax,
treasury, risk management and insurance,
financial planning and analysis, as well as
strategy and corporate development. He
will continue to report to Howard Coker,
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Prior to joining Sonoco, Dillard
served as President of Personal Care
Europe and Vice President of Strategy
and Innovation at Domtar Personal Care,
a division of Domtar Corporation. Prior
to that, he served as President of Stanley
Hydraulics and Vice President of Business
Development at Stanley Black and Decker.
He has extensive finance and capital
markets experience with UBS Investment
Bank, where he served as Executive
Director in the Global Industrials Group.
Dillard holds a BA in Economics along
with an MBA from the University of North
Carolina.q
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T

he Royal Group (TRG) announced
that Pete Grill has joined the
company as the new General
Manager of its corrugated packaging
facility in Marion, Ohio. Grill comes
to TRG with 32 years of experience
in the packaging industry. He has held
positions in several areas, including
machine operations, production, sales,
and operations. In his new role, Grill will
focus on the current mix of opportunities
and work on expanding TRG’s customer
base. “Pete’s diverse background and
success within the industry, played a
huge part in the decision to bring him on
board, but with his many other attributes
I believe it was just the icing on the
cake,” said Tim Tootle, TRG Regional
General Manager.q
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UPCOMING EVENTS
3rd - 5th August 2022
PAPER VIETNAM 2022
Venue: Saigon Exhibition & Convention Center SECC, 799 Nguyen Van Linh Parkway,
Tan Phu Ward, District 7, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
Contact:
Minh Vi Exhibition and Advertisement Services
Co., Ltd (VEAS Co., Ltd)
08th Floor, Room 805, Ha Do Building,
02 Hong Ha Str., Ward 02, Tan Binh Dist.,
HCMC, Vietnam
Tel.: +84 28 3848 8561
Fax: +84 28 3848 8564
E-mail: info@veas.com.vn
Website: http://www.veas.com.vn/
www.paper-vietnam.com
10th - 12th September 2022
PAPER & TISSUE ASIA - KARACHI 2022
Venue: Karachi Expo Centre, University Road
Karachi, Pakistan
Contact:
Ecommerce Gateway Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd.
8, Kokan Society, Dr. Azhar Hussain Road
Near Kokan Park, off: Shaheed-e-Millat
Road, Karachi - 74000, Pakistan
Tel.:+92 (21) 3453 6321
Fax:+92 (21) 3453 6330
E-mail:info@ecgateway.net
Website:http://www.ecgateway.net/
14th - 16th September 2022
TISSUE & PAPER - BANGKOK 2022
Venue: Queen Sirikit National Convention Center
(QSNCC), Ratchadaphisek Road, Huai Khwang
Sub-District, Huai Khwang District, Bangkok
Contact:
Asia & Rest of the world
Mr. Andy Chua
Informa Markets in Singapore
103 Penang Road, #04-01 Visioncrest
Commercial, Singapore 238467
Tel: +65 6989 6580
Email: Andy.Chua@informa.com
Thailand
Ms. Jittraporn Kulwanich
Informa Markets in Thailand
Ari Hills 18th Floor,
428 Phahonyothin Road, Samsennai,
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400,
Thailand
Tel: +66 (O) 2 036 0500 Ext.244 or
DID: +66 2 036 0564
Email: Jittraporn.K@informa.com
8th - 10th October 2022
INDIACORR EXPO 2022
Venue: Bombay Convention & Exhibition Centre
(BCEC), Highway, Goreagon (East),
Mumbai, India
Contact:
Reed Manch Exhibitions Pvt. Ltd.
A-78, First Floor, Sector – 4,
Noida – 201301, India
Tel.: +91 120-4273921
Fax: +91 120-4273922
E-mail: info@reedmanch.com
Website: http://www.reedmanch.com/
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12th - 14th October 2022
MIAC 2022
Venue: Lucca Fiere, Via della Chiesa XXXII
trav. I, 237, 55100 Lucca, Italy
Contact: Edinova
Via Pordenone, 13, 20132 Milano, Italy
Tel.: +39 02 2158021
Fax: +39 02 2158023
E-mail: edinova@edinova.com
Website: http://www.edinova.com/
23rd - 25th November, 2022
PAPEREX SOUTH INDIA 2022
Venue: Chennai Trade Centre, Nandambakkam
Chennai, India
Contact: Hyve India Private Limited
Innov8 , 2nd Floor, 44, Regal Building
(Above Madame Tussauds Wax Museum)
Outer Circle, Connaught Place,
New Delhi-110001, India
Tel.: +91-11-26447591
Email: ed.india@hyve.group
Website: https://southindia.paperex.in,
india.hyve.group, www.hyve.group
Inpaper International
C/o Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills
Association (IARPMA), 404, Vikrant Tower, 4
Rajendra Place, New Delhi - 110008, India
Tel: +91-11-25862301, 9818675398
Fax: +91-11-25768639
Email: iarpma@inpaper.com
Website: wwww.paperex-southindia.in
www.inpaper.com
vvvv

Paperex South India 2022
6th International Exhibition &
Conference on Pulp, Paper & Allied
Industries

23-25 November, 2022
Venue: Chennai Trade Centre,
Nandambakkam Chennai, India
Contact:
Hyve India Private Limited
(CIN no. U92490DL2004PTC124343)
Innov8 , 2nd Floor, 44, Regal Building
(Above Madame Tussauds Wax Museum)
Outer Circle, Connaught Place,
New Delhi-110001, India
Tel.: +91-11-26447591
Email: ed.india@hyve.group
Website: https://southindia.paperex.in,
india.hyve.group, www.hyve.group
Inpaper International
C/o Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills
Association (IARPMA), 404, Vikrant Tower,
4 Rajendra Place, New Delhi - 110008, India
Tel: +91-11-25862301,
Mobile : +91-9818675398
Fax: +91-11-25768639
Email: iarpma@inpaper.com
Website: wwww.paperex-southindia.in
www.inpaper.com
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Introduction
Share

Your
KNOWLEDGE &
NEWS through...
The

Inpaper International – a quarterly
journal on world pulp, paper and
allied industry is published by
Indian Agro & Recycled Paper Mills
Association (IARPMA) – an apex
body of Indian Paper Manufacturers.
Inpaper International invites paper of
international standard on Research
and Development taking place in Pulp,
Paper and allied industry, new research
findings, latest technologies, process,
paper mill profiles, case – studies,
etc for publishing in INPAPER. The
technical papers may be submitted
to Editor by E-mail along with figures,
tables and photographs
The papers should have the title,
names of the authors, full address with
photograph, abstract, introduction,
materials and methods, results and
discussion, conclusion and references.
The figures should be properly referred
in the text with legends. Subject covered
are pulp, paper, printing, packaging,
and allied industries including chemical,
mineral, machine manufacturers, raw
materials, etc.
News and Views on latest technology,
company’s performance, Movement of
Senior Executives in Pulp, Paper and
allied industries may also be sent for
publishing in INPAPER.
For more details please contact:Inpaper International
404, Vikrant Tower, 4, Rajendra Place,
New Delhi-110008, India
Tel: +91 – 11- 25862301, 25768659,
Fax: + 91 – 11 – 25768639
E-mail: iarpma@inpaper.com /
publication@inpaper.com
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